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Abstract

Using paper lab books and spreadsheets to store and manage growing datasets in a
file system is inefficient, time consuming and error-prone. Therefore, the overall pur-
pose of this study is to develop an integrated information system for small laboratories
conducting Sanger sequencing and microsatellite genotyping projects.

To address this, the thesis has investigated the following three issues. First, we
proposed a uniform solution using the workflow approach to efficiently collect and
store data items in different labs. The outcome is the design of the formalized data
framework which is the basic to create a general data model for biodiversity studies.
Second, we designed and implemented a web-based information system (MolabIS) al-
lowing lab people to store all original data at each step of their workflow. MolabIS
provides essential tools to import, store, organize, search, modify, report and export
relevant data. Finally, we conducted a case study to evaluate the performance of Mo-
labIS with typical operations in a production mode. Consequently, we can propose
the use of virtual appliance as an efficient solution for the deployment of complex
open-source information systems like MolabIS.

The major result of this study, along with the publications, is the MolabIS software
which is freely released under GPL license at http://www.molabis.org. With its general
data model, easy installation process and additional tools for data migration, MolabIS
can be used in a wide range of molecular genetics labs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preamble

Along with the development of other scientific disciplines, informatics has attracted
the attention of many scientists worldwide. The application of computer science to
the effective exploitation of specialized information is an indispensable need in most
areas, especially in biology [12]. The term “bioinformatics”, therefore, has been a hot
topic [43, 10]. With a tremendous progress in the last few years [3, 4, 5, 7], today
bioinformatics has become a relatively stable discipline [48, 6].

Bioinformatics may be understood in many different ways [28, 33, 13, 29, 61, 39].
For instance, according to National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI),
“bioinformatics is the field of science in which biology, computer science, and in-
formation technology merge to form a single discipline” [40]. The objective is “the
collection, organization and analysis of large amounts of biological data, using net-
works of computers and databases” [2]. Generally, although there are no established
definitions, this young interdisciplinary field is always considered a combination of
computer science and biological science along with other disciplines [1].

Molecular biology and genetics has developed at an incredible rate. Scientific ad-
vances in molecular technologies such as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) [31],
genotyping technologies [47] have revolutionized methods with which scientists ap-
proach biological problems. Consequently, the processing time of experiments have
been shortened significantly. Complicated experiments, which previously could only
be carried out in months or even years, today give results in hours. It means that more
and more experiments are conducted in molecular labs. This leads to the explosive
growth in the amount of biological data. Therefore, the demand for the development
of tools and methods to analyze, manipulate and manage biological data is also in-
creasing.
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1.2. BIOINFORMATICS SOFTWARE

1.2 Bioinformatics software

In the context of bioinformatics, the term “software” implies computer applications
which involve database systems and computational programs. These applications can
be divided into three basic groups: (i) data analysis and process, (ii) data report and
visualization, and (iii) data storage and management.

The first group is the core part of bioinformatics that deals with a wide range of
computational processes and analytical techniques [14]. It usually involves a degree
of algorithmic complexity and principles driving advances in bioinformatics. The two
basic areas of this group are the fundamental research on design of algorithms and
the implementation of algorithms for various applications. For instance, dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms to compare two biological sequences are important contributions
[41, 51]. Over the past years, the research community has devoted special attention to
developing many bioinformatics software packages for this group. Thus, many open-
source projects (e.g. EMBOSS [49], BioPerl [52], Bio* Toolkits [34], BioConductor
[21], BioJava [26], BioMart [25], BioPython [11], BioRuby [23]) have been developed
to facilitate the development of bioinformatics software [53].

Because of the difficulties inherent in fully understanding large datasets increasing
in size and complexity, editing tools and data visualization techniques have become
an attractive field in bioinformatics research. Therefore, much effort has also been de-
voted to the second group. A large number of visualization tools and editors have been
developed (e.g. DNA alignment [37, 50], protein modeling [46], microsatellite tools
[44, 35], gene cluster visualization [45]). Software tools range from simple programs
to complex integrated systems to serve different needs. Most of them inherit computa-
tional methodologies or algorithms developed in the first group. The major objective is
to provide means which can help biologists visually view and efficiently operate their
experimental results.

While the first two groups mainly focus on data exploration and knowledge dis-
covery, the last group addresses efficient solutions for long-term data storage and man-
agement. The center of third group is the development of databases that is considered
a hinterland of bioinformatics [60]. This group bridges the gap between data analysis
software from two groups above and data inputs which should be available in custom
formats. In other words, database applications help us to collect, store and organize
structured data so that it may be quickly retrieved and exported in formats required by
other software.

13



1.3. DATA MANAGEMENT

1.3 Data management

In the last ten years, we have witnessed a continuous rapid growth in volume and di-
versity of biological data. Consequently, data management has become essential to
many molecular labs. This has been driving demands for software to efficiently man-
age all kinds of data generated from different experiments. In this context, information
systems are excellent means to store structured data, manage experimental results and
support lab work.

In the field of laboratory informatics, LIMS (Laboratory Information Management
Systems) is a specialized class of software which implements functions addressing
data management [32]. Since the needs of data management vary from lab to lab, the
features of LIMS are very different. Therefore, a LIMS designed for a specific lab is
difficult or even impossible to be used in other labs. For instance, a LIMS developed
for chemical labs is not suitable for medical diagnostic labs. Even LIMS developed for
molecular biology labs very diverse to meet various needs such as mutation screening
[59], functional genomic analysis [15], or management of biologic information [8].
Thus, the term “LIMS”, which is used in this thesis, implies information systems for
molecular genetics labs. We focus on the management of samples and molecular data
rather than other kinds of information (e.g. lab infrastructure, chemicals, financial).

In recent years, a large number of information systems have been developed for
molecular genetics labs. Many data management systems have been successfully em-
ployed in large-scale biology projects [62]. Nevertheless, most of them focused on the
storage and management of microarray data [19, 9, 30, 54, 36, 58, 20] and proteomics
data [22, 38, 16]. Some early efforts were also directed towards developing informa-
tion systems to keep track of sequencing [60, 18] or genotyping workflows [27].

1.4 Objectives

The overall purpose of this thesis was to contribute a general data management solu-
tion for small molecular genetics labs to efficiently store and manage data derived from
their research workflows. The scope of our project is to develop an open-source infor-
mation system to manage relatively larger datasets generated from Sanger sequencing
and microsatellite genotyping workflows. It is focused on biodiversity studies with the
following three areas contributing to the final system: (i) the design of a formalized
data framework, (ii) the implementation of an integrated information system, and (iii)
the development of a solution for software deployment.

14



1.5. THESIS LAYOUT

1.5 Thesis layout

The thesis is organized as a manuscript-based document which consists of eight chap-
ters. Chapter 1 is a general introduction to bioinformatics software. It gives an overview
of LIMS development for molecular biology labs. The objectives and scope of the the-
sis are also supplied in this chapter. Chapter 2 lists out all relevant publications which
form the body of the thesis.

The following three chapters are original papers which have been published or
accepted for publication by peer-reviewed journals. Particularly, chapter 3 provides a
detailed description of a method used for constructing a formalized data framework
to manage data in biodiversity studies [79]. We present fundamental procedures of
the workflow approach for collecting and representing data streams and data items.
Besides, this chapter also indicates a uniform solution to efficiently store variable data
items in different labs. Chapter 4 mainly describes the design and implementation of
MolabIS [81]. We explain different aspects of database design with an emphasis on
the general data model derived from the results in the previous chapter. In addition, we
present the application architecture and technologies involved in the implementation of
MolabIS as a web-based information system. Moreover, all functionality of MolabIS
is also provided in this chapter. Chapter 5 deals with finding a proper solution to
deploy complex open-source information systems [80]. We conduct a case study to
evaluate the performance of MolabIS on a real system and four virtual systems running
MolabIS appliances. Then, the benchmark results are reported to conclude that the
virtual appliance is sufficiently fast for normal production mode.

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 (peer-reviewed papers) are additional contributions to
strengthen the thesis. The former presents the development of a web-based informa-
tion system for the data management of a national animal gene bank [66]. The latter
proposes a database design for efficient storage and management of SNP data [70].

Chapter 8 summaries the achieved results and gives a general discussion. We finally
consider some possibilities for future work.
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Abstract
In recent years, software packages for the management of biological data have rapidly been 
developing. However, currently, there is no general information system available for managing 
molecular data derived from both Sanger sequencing and microsatellite genotyping projects. 
A prerequisite to implementing such a system is to design a general data model which can 
be deployed to a wide range of labs without modification or customization. Thus, this paper 
aims to (1) suggest a uniform solution to efficiently store data items required in different 
labs, (2) describe procedures for representing data streams and data items (3) and construct 
a formalized data framework. As a result, the data framework has been used to develop an 
integrated information system for small labs conducting biodiversity studies.

Keywords: data modeling, biodiversity, molecular genetics, information system

Abbreviations:  BLOB: binary large object, DIT: data integration table, DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid, GPS: global 
positioning system, PCR: polymerase chain reaction, UDI: unknown data items

Introduction
In biodiversity studies, modern genetic techniques using molecular markers are extensively 
applied in many labs. These markers, sometimes called DNA markers, are considered versatile 
tools for exploring genetic diversity (Vignal et al. 2002, Baumung et al. 2004, Rudd et al. 
2005). For instance, microsatellite markers and mitochondrial DNA markers are commonly 
used for assessing genetic structure (Rosenberg et al. 2001, Granevitze et al. 2007, Granevitze 
et al. 2009) and tracking ancestry through maternal lineages (Liu et al. 2006, Oka et al. 2007), 
respectively. This has resulted in relatively large amounts of heterogeneous data collected 
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and stored in labs over the years. Consequently, data analysis, retrieval and reuse are difficult 
and time-consuming since most operations are handled manually.

In practice, labs still use traditional methods to manage their data: paper lab books and file 
systems are major types of data storage; and spreadsheets are used as a typical means for data 
handling. From information collected in many labs, we summarize four issues which should be 
analysed for data integration. First, data streams (determining when and which data elements 
are created, recorded and retrieved) vary project by project and lab by lab. Second, most of 
the data is pipelined from one step to another. Third, data collected from various sources is 
stored in a variety of formats. Finally, data items required at each step in labs are not identical.

To address the above mentioned difficulties, several information systems (Jayashree et al. 
2006, Wendl et al. 2007, Schönherr et al. 2009, Weißensteiner et al. 2010) have been developed. 
However, none of them provides a general solution to meet the varying requirements of 
molecular genetics labs. Indeed, the data models of these systems have been designed to 
serve specific needs of a particular lab, and thus are difficult or even impossible to be used 
elsewhere. In this context, a data model should be designed at the general level so that it 
can meet basic needs of different labs while at the same time specific requirements are also 
considered.

Biodiversity studies are usually conducted through a series of basic steps as specified 
in textbooks or technical documents. At each step (e.g. DNA extraction, electrophoresis) 
a number of lab activities must be performed. Depending on the research objective, 
experimental method and lab infrastructure, labs use their own protocols or procedures to 
conduct the lab work. Therefore, data processing operations as well as data storage needs 
are different from lab to lab. Here, we aim to build a data framework for creating a general 
data model which can capture data derived from Sanger sequencing (Sanger et al. 1975, 
Sanger et al. 1977) and microsatellite genotyping experiments of biodiversity studies.

Therefore, the objectives of this paper are to (1) describe a method used to efficiently store 
data items in different labs, (2) present procedures for representing data items systematically 
and (3) create a formalized data framework for developing an integrated information system 
in the context of biodiversity studies.

Methods
Data storage architecture

Molecular genetics labs conducting biodiversity studies may require common data items 
to store and keep track of their samples and molecular data. However, with different 
technologies, machines and research objects, labs also need additional data items to meet 
their specific requirements. Even within a lab, the details of data storage vary among projects 
and researchers. The following is a simple example of data collection for storing information 
on individuals. Since all labs need minimum information such as individual ID, species and 
genetic group to carry out their biodiversity analysis, it is easy to make an initial list of those 
essential data items. The list may get updated by some labs which require extension like sex, 
photo, date of birth. Yet other labs may have even more specific data items such as color of 
plant, weight of animal, number of piglets or number of eggs. Therefore, the more labs are 
surveyed, the more data items will be suggested.
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The abstraction of the above observation leads us to proposing a three group classification, 
namely »core« (C), »extended« (E) and »specific« (S). Considering three labs only to build a 
common data framework will result in Figure 1. The challenge is now how to translate this 
abstract view into a real life database structure applicable to any lab.

Figure 1
An example of data collection from three labs: the data items are 
classified into three data groups so called »Core« (C), »Extended« (E) 
and »Specific« (S).

There are a number of ways to choose data items for creating a common data framework. The 
first is to focus on data items required in all labs. The second is to store all data items suggested 
in any lab. The former helps to create a compact data framework, thus implementing 
software more easily and faster. However, common and specific needs of most labs are 
ignored. Obviously, this shortcoming can be resolved in the latter, but it suffers from another 
drawback. Because of storing a large number of data items from all groups, the data model 
becomes bulky and inefficient. It not only costs more effort in software implementation but 
also creates complex interfaces with dozens of unused inputs on the entry forms. A better 
way is only to store all data items of groups »C« and »E« in the database. For group »S«, labs 
would need to customize the data model to store their own data items. This modification 
of the data model requires a hand from a programmer, who is rarely available in molecular 
genetics labs. Clearly, none of these ways is a proper solution. In addition, all of the above 
suggestions may be applied only if we know exactly the labs wanting to use the software.

In this paper, we aim to construct a data framework with a minimum set of data items. The 
data framework is built so that it can meet requirements of labs without customization. The 
following is our solution to address this issue.

Based on the principles of carrying out lab work in biodiversity studies, we can define data 
items in group »C« easily. This group consists of essential information such as identifications 
(e.g. sample ID), experimental results (e.g. gel image) to keep track of samples and molecular 
data which is available in each lab. The extended data items in group »E« are specified from 
our experience. They are most commonly used data items supporting information about the 
time (e.g. sampling date) or the person involved (e.g. action user). The information in this 
group helps to efficiently search data or make meaningful reports. However, not all elements 
may be available in each lab. Hence, the remaining work is how to determine the data items 
in group »S« which may be very different among labs.

To facilitate this effort, we consider our data framework at an abstract level constructed 
by two parts. The first one comprises all data items in two groups »C« and »E« and the second 
one consists of specific data items in group »S«. Obviously, the former can be identified while 
the latter is unknown. In other words, the core and extended data items can be explicitly 
defined and named but the rest (specific data items) are unpredictable. In order to find a 
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proper mechanism, we determine the reasons why lab users want to keep specific data 
items in the database. Here, their major reason is to have more information on the stored 
samples. Almost all data items in group »S« such as budget of the project, details of lab work, 
chemicals, PCR program, etc. are not used for searching and tracking data. Hence, the major 
objective is to somehow store these data elements as referable components to the objects 
of interest. Thus, instead of decomposing unknown data items (UDI), we suggest to hold all 
in a uniform data storage block. In terms of database modeling, such storage of UDI can be 
implemented via either a text block with variable length or a binary large object (BLOB). The 
text block is suitable for keeping information which can be described as character strings. 
The BLOB is a data type which can hold a variable amount of data in a relational database. 
Thus, any operating system file such as graphics, audio, video or documents can be stored 
directly into the database as a BLOB in a binary format. 

Representation of workflows

In order to capture data management requirements for the development of an information 
system, it is necessary to identify the business processes and the rules of data streams in a lab. In 
general, such processes can be described by various models such as Petri Net (Peterson 1981), 
Statecharts (Harel et al. 1997), TAMBIS (Baker et al. 1999), Regulatory Networks (Rzhetsky et 
al. 2000) and OPM (Dori 2002). However, Peleg (2002) stated that the workflow model of the 
Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) (1999) is suitable for biological systems. Therefore, 
based on the workflow concept (Hollingsworth 1995), we define procedures for representing 
the workflows of biodiversity studies.

An information system is usually described in terms of business processes. Each reflects a 
specific subset of actions in the execution of scientific experiments. In biodiversity studies, 
for instance, DNA extraction and PCR amplification are considered two business processes 
which need to be described in form of workflows. The workflow approach in this case may 
be understood via four definitions as follows:
–   Definition 1: A workflow describes the business process to be carried out in a lab, the 

order in which tasks are conducted, and the data items required in each task.
–   Definition 2: A task is a data processing operation corresponding to a single unit of work 

performed within a workflow. A task might be a single task or a block task. A single task is 
a simple action, which has an atomic execution (i.e. one that cannot be divided into smaller 
executions). A block task is a complex action which is composed of a number of single 
tasks contributing to a given lab procedure. A block task is presented as a sub-workflow.

–   Definition 3: A data item is a named data element in a given task. A data item may 
be an input or output element collected from any task in the workflow. An input might 
be descriptive information, a parameter, or an experimental protocol. An output might 
be an identification, an analytical result, or an output file generated from a machine or a 
software tool. A newly generated data item from a task should be considered an output 
if it is used as input in another task. But it is not required that all outputs of a task must be 
used elsewhere.

–   Definition 4: The set of data items from all tasks in a workflow is termed workflow data. 
A collection of workflow data from all workflows makes up a common data framework 
which is the basis of a data model.
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We model a workflow as a directed graph made up of nodes and arcs. Each node describes a 
task performed within a lab. Arcs connect nodes and define the movement of data from one 
node to the next. A transition is a directed arc in the graph between two nodes.

A workflow can be presented by using six graphical notations as shown in Figure 2. Two 
types of rectangles (normal and rounded) are used to depict two kinds of nodes, single task 
and block task, respectively. The task name is displayed in the rectangle, representing the 
node. Arcs are presented by arrows. Solid arrows indicate a transition between two tasks, 
which is executed unconditionally, whereas dashed arrows specify conditional routing, 
meaning that some conditions must be met before the transition is carried out. A workflow 
must begin from a starting point, denoted by a white circle and finish at an ending point 
shown as a black circle.

Figure 2
Graphical notations for 
presenting workflows

Figure 3 presents three patterns used to reflect different tasks in a lab. In the sequence 
pattern (Figure 3a), a task is performed after the completion of the preceding one, without 
any condition. The control pattern (Figure 3b) allows a transition from a task to split into 
multiple branches. Each is a conditional transition, which is carried out if the conditions of 
that branch are matched. The last pattern (Figure 3c) is used when one or more tasks in the 
workflow are repeated.

Figure 3
Workflow patterns are used 
to construct workflows

Each workflow consists of many data items which should be listed in a uniform way. 
Therefore, we use a term so-called Data Integration Table (DIT) to describe data items in a 
single workflow. Each DIT is created for a workflow. Table 1 is a template for creating DITs. In 
this template, two first columns (task, data item) show the task numbers and the names of 
data items. The third column (type) specifies the type of data item. It receives one of three 
values (C: core, E: extended, S: specific). If a data item in a task is taken from another, it will be 
identified with a task number in the fourth column (from).
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Table 1
A template is used to produce DITs for workflows

Task Data item Type From

1.1 data item 1 C
1.1 data item 2 E
1.1 data item 3 S

1.2 data item 1 C 1.1
1.2 data item 4 E
1.2 data item 5 S

Results
In the context of biodiversity studies, workflows of DNA sequencing and microsatellite 
genotyping are represented in two levels. The first level is a general workflow with only 
block tasks. Each is described in details by a sub-workflow in the second level. All tasks in 
the workflows are labeled by an x.y pattern, where x stands for a workflow number and y is 
replaced by a task number within the workflow x.

General workflow

Basically, biodiversity studies execute a fixed number of blocks. Specifically, data stream 
follows a sequence of seven steps. Each step is a block task depicted by the general workflow 
in Figure 4.

Figure 4
General workflow of 
biodiversity studies with 
seven block tasks
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Each step has many data processing operations conducted in one time frame. The result of a 
step (output) is used as the input in the next step. Based on these features we can distinguish 
one step from the others to design the general workflow. In the following, each step is 
described and explained as a sub-workflow. Thus, there are seven workflows at the second 
level. Each workflow is mapped to a DIT (see Table 2 to Table 8). Our proposal for a common 
data framework has been submitted to three labs for evaluation. As can be seen from the last 
three columns in the DITs, the labs agreed with our definitions. The data items of a task are 
evaluated if the lab performs that task. For each data item, two symbols are used to indicate 
if the data item is needed (x: the lab requires such a data item; -: the data item is not needed).

Project definition

Biodiversity studies often deal with many samples collected from different genetic groups, or 
different localities of a certain species. A project is defined as research on a group of biological 
material, including original samples (e.g. blood, somatic cells) and DNA. The workflow in this 
step consists only of two single tasks (Figure 5.1). All data items of the workflow are given in 
Table 2. A project must be defined (task 1.1) before conducting other tasks. Each project has a 
unique name. Important information (e.g. objective of the project, expected results) is given in 
a description. Besides, a keyword used as a shortcut name and a duration for conducting the 
project are also suggested. Other details such as project manager, funding, resources, etc. may 
be stored in a UDI block. Once the project has been defined, it can start recording new samples 
in next step or reuse existing samples (task 1.2) from other projects. Therefore, for each sample 
in a project we need a data item reused to track if that sample is taken from another project.

Table 2
DIT for Workflow 1

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 1.1 project id C  x x x
 1.1 project name C  x x x
 1.1 description E  x x -
 1.1 keyword E  x - x
 1.1 begin date E  - - x
 1.1 end date E  - - x
 1.1 udi S  x x x

 1.2 project id C 1.1 - - x
 1.2 sample id C  - - x
 1.2 reused E  - - x

Sample recording

Here, samples are understood as original biological material (e.g. blood, tissue), which will 
be used for the extraction of DNA in the next step. The workflow for recording samples has 
five single tasks, as shown in Figure 5.2. The DIT for this workflow is given in Table 3. The first 
task (task 2.1) records the origin of sample. Core data items such as individual ID, species and 
genetic group are essential information of individuals which are sampled. Instead of storing 
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many different data items to specify characteristic, color, shape and size of each individual, 
we suggest a color photo with a scale. In order to record a location where the individual is 
sampled, we propose to use global positioning system (GPS). This way, only two floating 
point values including GPS latitude and GPS longitude are collected. Depending on the type 
of individual, several extended data items such as a description of variety for plants (task 2.2) 
or sire ID, dam ID, sex, date of birth for animals (task 2.3) are needed. To ensure recording 
other information, we use a UDI block to keep all additional data items for each individual.

Table 3
DIT for Workflow 2

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 2.1 individual id C  x x x
 2.1 species C  x x x
 2.1 genetic group C  x x x
 2.1 photo E  x - x
 2.1 gps latitude E  x - x
 2.1 gps longitude E  x - x
 2.1 udi S  x x x

 2.2 individual id C 2.1 - - x
 2.2 sire id E  - - x
 2.2 dam id E  - - x
 2.2 sex E  - - x
 2.2 date of birth E  - - x

 2.3 individual id C 2.1 x - -
 2.3 description E  x - -

 2.4 project id C 1.1 x x x
 2.4 sample id C  x x x
 2.4 individual id C 2.1 x x x
 2.4 material type C  x x x
 2.4 unit amount E  x x x
 2.4 action user E  x x -
 2.4 production date E  - x x
 2.4 udi S  x - x

 2.5 sample id C 2.4 x x x
 2.5 storage location C  x x x
 2.5 vessel type E  - - x
 2.5 storage date E  - - x
 2.5 udi S  - - x

Many biodiversity projects are conducted with several hundred samples. Each sample is 
collected from an individual of a certain breed or a genetic group. Therefore, we need the 
triplet of core data items project ID, sample ID and individual ID to manage samples within a 
breed or among breeds of a given project. Main data processing procedure (task 2.4) is to 
record the type of material, the amount or unit of sample, an action user who collected the 
sample and an action date when the individual was sampled. Details regarding the procedures 
of sample collection and usage may be given in a UDI block. The final task in this workflow 
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(task 2.5) is to capture information on a physical storage location of the samples after they 
are put in storage (e.g. tanks or freezers). This information is provided as hierarchical data, 
possibly being different among labs. In addition to the storage location, we can store a type 
of vessel (e.g. straw, tube, filter paper) which is used to contain the sample and a storage 
date. Other additional information such as a donor who gave the samples, costs per sample, 
temperatures of tanks, etc. are given in a UDI block.

DNA extraction

DNA extraction is typically the prerequisite for all subsequent steps in biodiversity studies. 
The workflow for the extraction of DNA is depicted in Figure 5.3 and the DIT for this workflow 
is shown in Table 4. The first task in the workflow is to prepare the samples (task 3.1). Only 
two data items (project ID and sample ID) are needed at this task to track which samples of a 
project are used in a DNA extraction. Then, DNA is extracted and purified to obtain a certain 
volume (task 3.2), which is available for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or further studies. 
Each DNA should have a unique identification (dna ID) linked to a sample ID. We suggest 
using a UDI block to store other details related to procedures in this task.

Table 4
DIT for Workflow 3

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 3.1 project id C 1.1 x x x
 3.1 sample id C 2.4 x x x

 3.2 dna id C  x x x
 3.2 sample id C 3.1 x x x
 3.2 volume C  x x x
 3.2 udi S  - x x

 3.3 gel image C  x x x
 3.3 dna concentration C  x x x
 3.3 dna purity E  x - x
 3.3 dna id C 3.2 x x x
 3.3 sample id C 3.1 x x x
 3.3 lane E  - x x
 3.3 validation E  - x x
 3.3 action date E  x x x
 3.3 description S  x x x
 3.3 udi S  x x x

 3.4 dna id C 3.3 x x x
 3.4 storage location C  x x x
 3.4 storage date E  x - x
 3.4 action user E  x x x
 3.4 udi S  - - x

The isolated DNA is usually checked to guarantee for both quantity and quality. This can be 
evaluated by using a spectrophotometer or determined by an agarose gel electrophoresis. 
The output of task 3.3 is gel images and DNA concentrations which may be stored along with 
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extended data items such as dna purity, action date. Besides, we also record information 
specifying samples shown up on the gel. Hence, each gel image is linked to a set of three 
data items (sample ID, lane, and validation). This information helps to retrieve the gel image 
which is useful to know whether the samples are valid or not. In addition, we suggest a UDI 
block for each gel image. Therefore, scientists can give additional text such as information 
of standards used in the gel or their ideas on the results obtained. The final task (task 3.4) is 
to capture information on the storage of DNA. Similar to the storage of samples, data items 
needed in this task are dna ID, storage location, storage date, action user and UDI.

PCR amplification

PCR amplification is a routine step in many molecular biology processes to produce many 
identical copies of a specific DNA fragment. The workflow, which is used to collect the data 
items in Table 5, is shown in Figure 5.4. There are three single tasks in this step. The first one 
is to prepare DNA samples (task 4.1). It relates to the retrieval and selection of DNA from 
the storage locations. In order to keep track of sample usage, the list of DNA samples (dna 
ID) amplified for a specific project (project ID) must be known. Depending on the research 
objective of each project, some lab work such as sample dilution, preparation of working 
solution, selection of PCR program, etc. are carried out. Since these lab procedures do not 
generate new data items, they are not considered tasks in this workflow. However, such 
information may be stored in a UDI block in the second task (task 4.2). An essential item in the 
second task is the information about markers used in the PCR. Because a multiplex PCR allows 
a simultaneous amplification of multiple targets on the same strand of DNA, more than 
one marker (or one pair of primers) should be recorded. For each electrophoresis, a unique 
amplification ID is required to group all related DNA samples using the same set of markers.

Table 5
DIT for Workflow 4

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 4.1 project id C 1.1 x x x
 4.1 dna id C 3.3 x x x

 4.2 amplification id C  x x x
 4.2 markers C  x x x
 4.2 dna id C 4.1 x x x
 4.2 udi S  x x x

 4.3 amplification id C 4.2 x x x
 4.3 gel image C  x x x
 4.3 dna id C 4.2 x x x
 4.3 lane E  - x x
 4.3 validation E  - x x
 4.3 udi S  x - x

In principle, the results of PCR reactions are PCR products. However, labs do not keep these 
products for a long time and discard them once the final data is obtained. For that reason our 
data framework excludes the information on the storage of PCR products. But the details of 
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PCR validation are still needed (task 4.3). As the validation of DNA samples in the previous 
workflow, here the PCR products are also checked by an agarose gel electrophoresis. 
Consequently, the DIT of this workflow has similar data items as required in the previous one 
(Figure 5.3): gel image, dna ID, lane, validation, and UDI.

Electrophoresis

The PCR products obtained in the previous step (Figure 5.4) are prepared to perform the 
process of electrophoresis in this step (Figure 5.5). Firstly, we record the selection of DNA 
amplified by PCR to carry out the lab work (task 5.1). An electrophoresis id is also needed 
for each electrophoresis to group all analysed samples. For different purposes, labs may use 
same or different DNA sequencers (e.g. LI-COR Biosciences [Lincoln, NE, USA], ABI [Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA], Beckman Coulter [Pasadena, CA, USA]) to conduct the 
electrophoresis. This leads to the difference of the methods used among labs or projects. 
Therefore, the purpose and method of the electrophoresis (e.g. DNA sequencing by 
using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis or microsatellite genotyping by using capillary 
electrophoresis) are extended data items in this task. There is some lab work related to 
the preparation of samples, for instance, creating working solutions. These lab procedures 
are not considered tasks because no useful data items are needed. However, if lab users 
require other information for such operations, we suggest using a UDI block here to store all 
additional information.

The result of the electrophoresis process is electrophoresis product consisting of data 
files, i.e. raw data. Therefore, the final task (task 5.3) of this workflow is to capture these 
files. Since different sequencers may generate different types of raw data (e.g. gel images, 
chromatogram files), a uniform storing method is needed. In this manner we also suggest 
using a UDI block to store all raw files in any format in the database. Extended data items of 
this task are action user, electrophoresis date and software which should be used to view 
and analyse the original raw data. Other specific information can be kept in the UDI block.

Table 6
DIT for Workflow 5

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 5.1 project id C 1.1 x x x
 5.1 amplification id C 4.2 x x x

 5.2 electrophoresis id C  x x x
 5.2 dna id C 3.3 x x x
 5.2 method E  x x x
 5.2 purpose E  x x -
 5.2 udi S  - x x

 5.3 electrophoresis id C 5.2 x x x
 5.3 product C  x x x
 5.3 action user E  x x x
 5.3 electrophoresis date E  x x x
 5.3 software E  - x x
 5.3 udi S  x - x 
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Microsatellite analysis

This step deals with the handling of raw data to obtain microsatellite results. Microsatellites 
or simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are defined as loci where short sequences of DNA are 
repeated. Figure 5.6 and Table 7 describe the workflow and its DIT, respectively. First, the 
electrophoresis products generated from sequencers are visualized and analysed in lane 
analysis programs (e.g. RFLPscan [Scanalytics, Waltham, MA, USA], GeneMapper [Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA] – task 6.1). The output of these programs is scored alleles. 
Consequently, for each marker one pair of alleles (allele 1 and allele 2) is stored (task 6.2). 
Besides, a UDI block should be used to keep additional information.

Table 7
DIT for Workflow 6

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 6.1 project id C 1.1 x x x
 6.1 electrophoresis product C 5.3 x x x

 6.2 dna id C 3.2 x x x
 6.2 marker C  x x x
 6.2 allele 1 C  x x x
 6.2 allele 2 C  x x x
 6.2 udi S  x x x

Sequence analysis

DNA sequencing is the process of determining the nucleotide order of a given DNA fragment. 
The workflow in Figure 5.7 depicts this analysis process to obtain final sequences. Raw 
sequences generated from sequencers are usually checked in alignment analysis programs 
(e.g. AlignIR [LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA], CodonCode Aligner [CodonCode Corp., 
Centerville, MA, USA] – task 7.1). In some cases, these sequences need to be validated. The 
validated sequences are stored for subsequent analyses steps (task 7.2), whereas failed 
sequences are potentially redone. Thus, for each DNA sample (dna id) we store a marker 
name and a consensus sequence. Other information may be given in a UDI block. The data 
items of this workflow are shown in Table 8.

Table 8
DIT for Workflow 7

 Task Data item Type From 1 2 3

 7.1 project id C 1.1 x x x
 7.1 electrophoresis product C 5.3 x x x

 7.2 dna id C 3.2 x x x
 7.2 marker C  x x x
 7.2 sequence C  x x x
 7.2 udi S  x x x
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Figure 5
Sub workflows with single tasks

Discussion and conclusions
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, it aims to promote the idea of classifying data 
into three groups and using UDI blocks to store all lab specific information, and second, to 
concretely present data streams and data items required in biodiversity studies via workflows. 

Obviously, for database normalization, most data items in two groups »C« and »E« can be 
mapped to the properties of entities in a conceptual data model or the columns of tables 
in a logical data model via their names. The data framework with all items in both these 
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groups meets the basic needs of molecular genetics labs. Besides, the storage of additional 
data items as text blocks or BLOBs makes the data framework flexible to cover specific 
requirements in a wide range of different labs.

In addition, we also suggest to store the raw data files as BLOB in the database instead 
of decomposing them in different tables. The drawback is that it is difficult to search the 
data items inside the file. However, for archival purposes, this solution is superior since the 
original data files can be read by analysis software. Moreover, it does not require additional 
development effort to support specific future formats of data files, possibly created from 
new sequencer machines. Thus, the data framework can be used without modification.

The workflow approach is a useful method for describing data streams of repeatable work 
in which data is pipelined from a step to the other. Through the graphical representation of 
workflows, complex lab procedures have been simplified and modeled as understandable 
tasks. The workflows, which have been designed in this paper, focus on data streams of DNA 
sequencing and microsatellite genotyping projects. At each task, the details of data items 
are presented via DITs in a uniform way. In conclusion, the data framework created in this 
study is the basis to design a general data model in the context of data storage of biodiversity 
studies (Truong et al. 2011). The workflows and DITs have partly specified the use cases which 
contribute considerably to software implementation.
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Abstract

Background: Long-term sample storage, tracing of data flow and data export for subsequent analyses are of great
importance in genetics studies. Therefore, molecular labs do need a proper information system to handle an
increasing amount of data from different projects.

Results: We have developed a molecular labs information management system (MolabIS). It was implemented as a
web-based system allowing the users to capture original data at each step of their workflow. MolabIS provides
essential functionality for managing information on individuals, tracking samples and storage locations, capturing
raw files, importing final data from external files, searching results, accessing and modifying data. Further important
features are options to generate ready-to-print reports and convert sequence and microsatellite data into various
data formats, which can be used as input files in subsequent analyses. Moreover, MolabIS also provides a tool for
data migration.

Conclusions: MolabIS is designed for small-to-medium sized labs conducting Sanger sequencing and microsatellite
genotyping to store and efficiently handle a relative large amount of data. MolabIS not only helps to avoid time
consuming tasks but also ensures the availability of data for further analyses. The software is packaged as a virtual
appliance which can run on different platforms (e.g. Linux, Windows). MolabIS can be distributed to a wide range
of molecular genetics labs since it was developed according to a general data model. Released under GPL, MolabIS
is freely available at http://www.molabis.org.

Background
Recent advances in molecular genetics have led to a
widespread use of molecular markers in genetic research
for both animals and plants [1-3]. Particularly, microsa-
tellite genotyping [4-6] and Sanger sequencing [7-9] are
being widely used for different objectives in small-to-
medium sized labs for biodiversity studies. DNA sequen-
cing and microsatellite genotyping experiments often go
through several major steps such as sample collection,
DNA extraction, PCR amplification, electrophoresis and
result analysis. Fundamental principles for conducting
experiments are given in textbooks or technical docu-
mentation. Normally, lab users develop their own proce-
dures, which they describe in lab protocols, to carry out
lab work at each step. In other words, protocols provide
essential information, such as how to prepare samples,

what materials are needed, how to setup the machine,
and what information to collect for workflow support,
etc. for the completion of lab work. Although different
labs may perform similar steps, the data processing
operations at each step are not necessarily the same.
Moreover, the demand for storage, use and management
of data varies lab by lab. Therefore, identifying data
items for data storage is essential. For the development
of integrated information systems applicable to a wide
range of labs, a general data model must be designed in
the first phase. This data model must meet all require-
ments of different labs without additional programming
or modification. In the second phase, the required func-
tionality must be implemented resulting in a general
software package.
We have previously developed a formalized workflow

[10] and a data framework to concretely describe pipe-
lined data processes and data items generated at each
step which serves as the basis for the database design in
the first phase. Accordingly, in these contributions, the
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term “workflow” specifies the flow of operations (or
tasks) relevant to data, not actual lab work steps. In
other words, we only focus on the workflow for captur-
ing and handling data. At each step of the workflow, we
use a “data integration table” (DIT) to represent data
items required in labs. Each DIT is a table with n rows
and m columns where the values in the columns of
each row specify names, data types, data sources and
requirements of surveyed labs, respectively. The collec-
tion of these DITs forms a data framework which helps
us to construct the general data model for developing
MolabIS. The details, which focus on the construction
of DITs as well as the methodology for building the for-
malized data framework, will be presented in another
contribution.

Data handling in molecular biology labs
The challenges that small-to-medium sized labs face can
be classified into five major issues. First, searching and
keeping track of data is often inefficient, since heteroge-
neous data, possibly from different sequencers, is stored
and managed in a non-standard way. Each scientist has
her or his own way to handle data. Often, there is no
naming convention among scientists for data objects
such as individuals or samples. Second, it is difficult to
share and merge data generated by different persons,
because data is isolated among scientists and projects.
In practice, data is often scattered and stored in incon-
venient formats. Some information may be stored in
paper lab books, whereas other data are kept in file sys-
tems. Third, due to the lack of a centralized database,
making reports becomes difficult for project managers,
because too much time has to be spent on combining
data sets from various sources and locations. Fourth,
sometimes data cannot be found and is thus lost. This
problem is most prominent in labs with short term lab
users like master or doctoral students. Typically, they
come to the lab with their samples and leave the lab
with their data. Fifth, scientists often spend much time
on manually preparing and converting data. In order to
start lab work such as PCR amplification or electrophor-
esis, a scientist has to know the availability and physical
location of samples. This information is often found in a
paper lab book, which may be difficult to retrieve. In
addition, conversion and compilation of data for further
analyses is carried out manually, which is, both time
consuming and prone to error. Most of these challenges
are often prominent in labs conducting biodiversity
experiments, since sharing and synthesis of data among
projects are regular incidents.

Requirements
To address the above challenges, we developed a proper
information system for long-term data storage. It

comprises essential tools to handle, retrieve, report and
convert data effectively with a focus on biodiversity
experiments. Such an information system must meet
specific requirements as follows:
R1: The information system stores and manages

sequence and microsatellite data of different projects in
small-to-medium sized labs conducting Sanger sequen-
cing and microsatellite genotyping experiments.
R2: It supports the management of individuals from

which samples were derived, including their classifica-
tion into species and breeds or varieties.
R3: Sample management is provided to keep track of

all kinds of material (e.g. blood, tissue) from different
projects collected by different users. The sample storage
scheme is suitable for any physical storage location of
samples in different labs.
R4: The information system provides functionality for

managing the workflow and the traceability of samples
in lab procedures. It allows tracing lab work such as
DNA extraction, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), PCR
validation, and electrophoresis to capture all original
data from possibly different machines.
R5: The information system supports basic functional-

ity (searching, viewing, retrieving and modifying) and
the import of large amounts of samples, sequences and
microsatellites from external files. Raw data received
from different architectures of sequencers can be stored
and retrieved in a uniform way.
R6: Ready-to-print reports can be generated easily to

provide data and statistics of a certain project or an
entire database.
R7: Sequences and microsatellites (final data) can be

converted to various data formats for further analyses.
R8: The information system is a multi-user system

which supports security and access control.
R9: The software package runs on different platforms

(e.g. Linux, Windows) with a simple installation proce-
dure which allows users with no experience in program-
ming and database management to setup and use the
system. The software is freely available to be used, dis-
tributed, and modified without restrictions. Therefore,
open-source software, e.g. under the GPL license, is
preferred.
R10: Migration of data from previous projects is sup-

ported by the software package.

Existing information systems
In recent years, biologists, bioinformaticians and compu-
ter scientists have spent much effort to confront the
challenges of storing and managing heterogeneous data
in a uniform way [11]. Therefore, a whole class of soft-
ware systems has been developed to support lab work,
appropriately called Lab Information Management Sys-
tems or LIMS. It has to be noted that there are many
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types of labs with different requirements for data storage
and management. Accordingly, LIMS developed for a
chemistry lab will support very different work than a
LIMS required in a molecular genetic lab. In the latter
class, a number of LIMS developments have been
reported. Most of them focused on the storage and
management of processed data including microarray
[12-14] and proteomics data [15-17]. Wendl et al. [18]
developed an information system to keep track of
sequencing workflows, but it does not support collecting
information on individuals and microsatellite data. In
2006, a group of researchers developed AGL-LIMS [19],
an open source information system for genotyping
workflows which meets some of our requirements. As it
focuses on microsatellite data in plants, sequencing is
not supported. Further, the management of individuals,
original samples along with the physical storage places
are not considered. Recently, some database applications
were devoted to the management of both Single Nucleo-
tide Polymorphisms (SNP) genotype data and phenotype
data [20,21]. Additionally, Weibensteiner et al. extended
their system developed in 2009 [21] to enable the
import and storage of mtDNA and STR (Short Tandem
Repeats) data [22]. In 2010, Ducan et al. also provided
an open source web application to enable researchers to
store, organize and retrieve their sequence data [23].
In general, the common objective of these information

systems is to provide means for lab users to keep their
data in-house and extract data for further analyses.
However, they often aim to capture raw data from a
specific platform [20], or import only final data, while
ignoring raw data [22,23]. Most of them do not support
the management of individuals and traceability of sam-
ples in lab procedures. Some systems [21-23] do not
provide a solution for documenting lab data.
Since available information systems are designed in a

specific context of a lab, installation and use in other labs
is usually a challenge. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no LIMS available, which meets all requirements
stated above. We have therefore designed a general data
model for labs conducting Sanger sequencing and micro-
satellite genotyping. In this paper, we present the design,
implementation and features of MolabIS, an integrated
information system for storing and managing sequence
and microsatellite data in molecular genetics labs with a
focus on biodiversity experiments.

Implementation
Database design
The first step in database design is the definition of a
data model. In order to build such a data model, we
need to know (1) differences in data streams in labs, (2)
data types spawned from those data streams, (3) what
data items should be stored at each step, and (4) how

lab users use and retrieve their data. Figure 1 shows the
conceptual database structure of MolabIS in form of the
Entity-Relationship diagram (ERD) [24] using Crow’s
Foot notation. Specifically, the database structure could
be divided into three groups of closely linked relations
(tables). The first group consists of five tables (codes,
unit, contacts, blobs, and protocols) which are used to
store initial data, information on lab users and experi-
mental protocols. The codes table keeps the references
of foreign keys in the information system. Instead of
using many tables to store foreign keys of different
types, we grouped them together in one table. A column
called “class” in the table codes stores classes of foreign
keys such as SPECIES, or BREED. Table 1 lists 14 such
classes used in MolabIS. Typically, each class is a drop-
down list in the data entry forms of MolabIS. Each
value in the class (a code) is a data item from the drop-
down list. Therefore, whenever a user wants to choose a
data item, which is not available in such drop-down lists
(e.g. species), he or she should insert a new code for the
corresponding class. Two tables unit and contacts man-
age all contacts stored in the database. By storing the
content of files as binary large objects (BLOBS), all lab
protocols are managed in the database via two tables
protocols an blobs.
The second group with five tables (organisms, trans-

fer, storage, samples, storage-samples) manages data
on individuals, samples and DNA. The combination of
two tables organisms and transfer allows us to store
the detail of all individuals of any species and breed or
variety. It also helps to accept any external identification
system of animals or plants. Tracking of samples is con-
ducted with the triplet of samples, storage, and sto-
rage-samples. Sample storage is managed by a five level
hierarchy, creating a storage tree (see Figure 2,
explained in detail later), in which each location has a
single parent (upper location) and many children (lower
locations). In relational databases, this data structure is
organized in a single table with three columns “storage-
id”, “storage-name”, and “parent-id” as in the storage
table.
The last group consists of several tables which, deal

with tracking the workflow. The collection of samples
and the extraction of DNA are managed in tables sam-
ple-collection and dna-extraction, respectively. In addi-
tion to storing information on DNA, the dna-extraction
also saves the traces of the original samples extracted.
The details of PCR amplification and electrophoresis are
recorded in the tables pcr-amplification, pcr-markers,
amplified-samples and electrophoresis. Two tables
validation and gel-images are used to store the infor-
mation on the validation of DNA or PCR products and
the content of gel images. Final data is stored in the two
tables sequences and microsatellites.
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In order to derive a general data model, two important
points have been considered. First, the data model allows
for storage of different data types of original data regard-
less of the hardware variations of sequencers. The database
was designed on an abstract level to accept any type of raw
files, for instance, gel images of a gel electrophoresis, or
chromatogram files of capillary electrophoresis. Instead of
using many different tables to serve different data types,
all raw data files are stored as BLOBs in a single table. Sec-
ond, the data model only comprises elements which are at
least in principle available for every species, sample type,
and lab. Other more specific elements can be stored in
text blocks and BLOBs. As a result, the data model can be
applied without customization to capture data of any spe-
cies, breed (or variety), biological material type and hier-
archical sample storage scheme.

Application architecture
MolabIS is an integrated information system which is
developed on the basis of APIIS [25], a framework for

Figure 1 Entity-Relationship diagram of MolabIS. Entity-Relationship diagram using Crow’s Foot notation presents the conceptual data
structure used in MolabIS. Entities and relationships are represented as boxes and lines between the boxes, respectively. The database structure
consists of 23 tables presented in three groups (three different colors). To simplify the complexity of the data model, foreign keys which are
linked to Codes and Protocols are not shown.

Table 1 Classes in the codes table

# Class Description

1. BREED breeds of animals or varieties of plants

2. COUNTRY countries of users or contacts

3. LANGUAGE speaking languages of users or contacts

4. MARKER_TYPE types of molecular markers

5. MATERIAL_TYPE types of biological materials

6. METHOD electrophoresis methods for sequencing

7. MIMETYPE types of file extension

8. PRIMER names of PCR primers

9. PROTOCOL_TYPE types of experimental protocols

10. PURPOSE sequencing or genotyping

11. SEX genders of individuals

12. SOFTWARE software tools are used to analyze data

13. SPECIES species of individuals

14. VESSEL_TYPE types of vessels for storing samples

The codes table provides fourteen classes to keep the references of foreign
keys. Each class has many different values. The values are used to make drop-
down lists in the data entry forms.
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developing adaptable platform independent information
systems. It is a web application based on a three-tier cli-
ent/server architecture (see Figure 3). On the client side,
end-users from any computer in the local area network
(LAN) can interact with the system to carry out all
activities via a standard web browser (e.g. Firefox, Inter-
net Explorer) on any operating system. No additional
software packages or programs need to be installed on
the client machine. The incorporation of Web 2.0 tech-
nologies such as Ajax [26] makes web interactions sim-
pler and more effective. The menu bar helps end-users
to easily navigate all web forms. Web layouts and
dynamic interactions are controlled by Javascript, CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets) and Prototype (an Open Source
Javascript Framework) [27] to create an easy-to-use gra-
phical user interface (GUI).
At the data tier, Postgres [28], an open source data-

base management system (DBMS), is used to store
application data and handle all data transactions. The
application tier requires an Apache web server [29] run-
ning under the Linux operating system. On the top of
APIIS [25], the MolabIS controller is central to the

application tier to process user requests and to commu-
nicate with other components. The application source
code is written mainly in the Perl programming lan-
guage [30]. Many Perl modules, which are available on
CPAN [31], are used to implement different functional-
ities in the system. The APIIS meta layer between the
web server and the database server controls data trans-
actions and error handling. Many open source software
packages are integrated in MolabIS. Particularly,
HTML::Templates [32] and CGI::Ajax [33] are two Perl
modules used to produce and handle dynamic web
forms. Since our objective is to have a uniform layout,
form templates are all designed in the same manner.
They are compiled by the MolabIS controller to create
web pages, which are sent to the web browsers. The
labels of form elements in each form template are vari-
ables translated from a text file in ASCII format, allow-
ing easy changes of labels on the forms. The forms are
designed so that a large number of data records (e.g.
samples, DNA) can be entered, imported and processed.
Because of its dynamic length, the form has to be bro-
ken down into smaller units called sub forms. A data

Figure 2 Management of sample storage. A five level storage schema is used to manage the location of samples. It is constructed as a tree
model. The highest level (level 1) is the storage location. The lowest level (level 5) is the sample storage. The middle levels (level 2, level 3 and
level 4) may be different among labs. The labels in all levels are defined by users.

Figure 3 Application architecture. MolabIS is based on a three-tier client/server architechture including presentation tier, application tier and
data tier.
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buffer is implemented on the server to ensure the tem-
porary storage of data of sub forms before they are sub-
mitted to the database.
As an APIIS application, the database of MolabIS is

created from a XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [34]
schema called “model file”. The model file also defines a
set of business rules for each table in the database.
These business rules are checked at the meta layer in
the APIIS framework to guarantee atomicity and consis-
tency [35].
We selected an automatic report generation solution

in JasperReports [36], an open source reporting library
written in Java, to make ready-to-print reports in PDF
format. It is integrated into the MolabIS controller with
the assistance of the Inline::Java package [37]. JasperRe-
ports templates in XML were designed under iReport
[38], an intuitive and visual report editor for JasperRe-
ports. These templates can be customized and checked
independently without affecting the application code.
Further, BioPerl [39] was used to support converting
sequence data to a number of specific formats.

Security
The information system must provide mechanisms for
user authentication to protect data from unauthorized
accesses, according to the design requirements. Since
users may play different roles in the system, they should
accordingly be granted different rights for the utilization
of the system and its data. The system controls the
access of a user to functionality and data once he or she
logged in successfully through “user roles”. Each role is
a definition of a group of access rights to determine
which part of the program is hidden or shown. They
also define which part of the database can be accessed
and modified by the end-user. In our application, user
roles are considered on both levels of system and data-
base to assign proper tasks. Therefore, after a user
account is created it has to be granted one “user role on
the system tasks” (SR) and one “user role on the data-
base tasks” (DR).
There are four SRs corresponding to four kinds of

users. Each SR in this case is assigned a given number
of system tasks depicted in Table 2. While the manage-
ment of SRs handles access rights for different functions
or modules of the application, the management of DRs
is responsible for checking all activities related to the
content of the database. Table 3 lists five DRs along
with expected data access rights.

Sample tracking and management
Often sampling individuals (animals or plants) is the
first phase of molecular genetics projects. Here we use
the term “sample” to imply biological material, such as
blood, semen, oocytes, embryos, somatic cells, or tissue

from which DNA is extracted. Sample management
allows recording three blocks of information: origin of
sample, sample information, and the storage location of
the sample.
The first block records data of individuals from which

the samples are collected. Here, samples from any spe-
cies and breed (or variety in plants) are accepted. The
second block specifies the sample itself. A sample is col-
lected from a certain type of biological material on a
given date by a given person. Different types of biologi-
cal material result in different types of vessels and differ-
ent storage units (e.g. volumes of fresh blood in vial,
units of dried blood on filter paper or weight of tissue
sample in a tube). The final block describes when and
where the samples are stored.
Sample storage is based on the storage facility and

infrastructure of each lab. Therefore, our storage man-
agement system is designed to handle physical storage
in a general way by providing a five level hierarchy. This
flexible storage scheme is also used to manage the loca-
tion of samples in national genebanks [40] and is also
used for storing DNA in MolabIS. Normally, the highest
level (level 1) is used for the storage location (e.g. labs,
rooms). The lower levels could define various storage
facilities (e.g. tanks, shelves, racks, canisters, etc.), while
the lowest is the sample storage level in which the sam-
ples can be located by sequential search. Figure 2 is an
example for defining the sample storage in a small lab,
where all sample containers are kept in one place. It is a

Table 2 User rights on system functionality

User role (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

1. User administrator • •

2. Lab manager • • • • •

3. Scientist • • • • •

4. Visitor • • • •

Each row defines access rights to seven functional blocks (a: manage users, b:
use workflow, c: update data, d: generate reports, e: export data, f:
administrate data, g: get help). User administrators can add users to or remove
users from the system. They can update the data and grant new roles to
existing users. Lab managers can use most of the functions in the system
except data entry via the workflow. Scientists can deal with the workflow for
data entry and use other functions of the system except the administration of
common data in the lab. Visitors can use some functions such as viewing
data, generating reports, converting data and reading helps. However, they
are limited to work with the workflow and the administration.

Table 3 User rights on database manipulation

# User role Rights

1. Read access to application data

2. Write read and update application data

3. Delete remove application data

4. Manage User access and modify data related to users

5. Full right all of the above rights

Defining user roles on database tasks.
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storage tree where each node at each level can have
multiple sub-nodes in the lower level. Each leaf node is
associated to either a box of vessels or a single vessel. In
such labs, we may need only four storage levels (2 to 5)
to keep track of samples since there is only one node as
the root of the tree in the first level. This scenario can
be extended easily for large labs where samples are phy-
sically stored in different places.
Since relational databases are not well suitable to store

hierarchical data, we used a tree structure to model the
storage of samples in a single table (see the storage
table in Figure 1). Technically, this helps us to take
advantages of tree search algorithms for easily imple-
menting the functionality of sample retrieval such as
searching a certain sample, listing samples in a level,
printing a single path of storage places.

Data migration
One of the challenges for setting up a new information
system lies in transferring large amounts of historical data
collected and stored over the years to the database, prior
to loading the new data into the database. Data migration
is the process of transferring data from external data
sources to a new database. This work can be done in
either a visual loading mode or a batch loading mode. In
the visual loading mode the user can employ a graphical
interface to browse data from file systems, select proper
data, enter related details and load everything to the

database. This mode is provided in most of the informa-
tion systems, and here MolabIS is not an exception, allow-
ing this process to be carried out under the workflow.
However, for large sets of data, this is time consuming,
because data entry must be done manually step by step. In
this case, the batch mode is more efficient. Instead of hav-
ing many separated loads done manually in the visual
loading mode, a big load can automatically be executed in
the batch loading mode. This feature sets MolabIS apart
from other information systems.

Results
MolabIS has been implemented as a web database appli-
cation, written in approximately 40,000 lines of source
code (Additional File 1). The main graphical user inter-
face provides five different modules (Figure 4) which
can be accessed from the navigation menu. All function-
ality has been developed to meet the requirements listed
above. It provides essential tools for collecting data
effiectively, searching and retrieving results easily, and
making reports and extracting data quickly. The follow-
ing list demonstrates the major features of MolabIS.

Data capture and storage
Data of very different formats (text, numerical data,
images and archives as binary data) from the primary,
final and descriptive data is stored in the central data-
base, resulting in a transparent data handling

Figure 4 Main user interface. MolabIS provides five different modules which can be accessed from the menu bar in the main interface. From
left to right, these modules are Workflow, Manage Data, Reports, Export Data and Administration. Each module consists of many sub-modules
which allow users to communicate with the system via web forms.
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independent of the data types. Instead of keeping files
uploaded from the web browsers in the file system
located in the web server all files are stored in a rela-
tional database as BLOBs. This approach avoids broken
file links and storing many backup copies of data files.
MolabIS allows lab users to store complete data sets of
their projects: it captures both raw data and final data,
as well as details of data operations and stores every-
thing in a central database in a compact, coherent and
uniform way. Figure 5 shows the data flows of the two
methods supported in MolabIS for collecting data
efficiently.
Workflow
Supporting the lab workflow is an important feature, as
it allows users to easily keep track of their lab work and
update their data in the database. Under the workflow
(the left side of Figure 5), a scientist starts a project and
then, step by step, interacts with the system to update

the data until the project is finished. It is worth noting
that data can be pipelined from one step to the next in
the workflow. For example, samples exported in the step
“Prepare Samples” in a spreadsheet format can be
imported in the following step “Extract DNA” of the
workflow. At each step, users are provided a web form
or a sequence of sub-forms, for data entry. Forms are
optimized for filling in data quickly (see Figure 6 and 7
for examples of two steps in the workflow).
Batch loading of historical data
In order to support data migration, “MLoader”, an auto-
mation tool for bulk loading of historical data from pre-
vious projects has been developed. MLoader is a
command line script written in Perl. It can be invoked
at the back-end to import large datasets into a MolabIS
database. All historical data must be available in electro-
nic form to be accessed by the script (see the bottom
right in Figure 5). In order to execute the script, a user

Figure 5 Data flows for capturing data in MolabIS. Data can be entered into the database through either a series of web forms under the
workflow or a batch loading mode. The former is suited for inserting data of new projects while the latter is often used for data migration. The
workflow feature of MolabIS enables users to insert or import a large number of data records via dynamic web forms. A form can consist of a
sequence of sub-forms.
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must supply parameters and data spreadsheets. All para-
meters are indicated in a configuration file which is
made up of file records (each record is a name/value
pair). It means that the user needs to declare what kind
of data should be imported into the database. MLoader
provides different options for loading part of or all data
of a project (e.g. loading only information on indivi-
duals, importing samples and final data, importing sam-
ples with both raw and final data, importing only final
data). To prepare data spreadsheets, a user may fill in
empty templates, which are predefined in a given for-
mat. The spreadsheets can be supplied in XLS, CSV, or
ODS format.

Data management
MolabIS not only keeps track of the workflow to cap-
ture and store different data types but also provides
structured data handling capability i.e. it allows users to
search for data across all projects, get back both raw
and final data and modify any type of data stored in the
database.
Search
Search functions are applied in the same manner for all
web forms found under “Manage Data” and “Adminis-
tration” in the main interface (Figure 4). A criteria based
search mechanism is used, which allows the user to spe-
cify the criteria to be used in the search. Therefore, the
search results can be extended or narrowed easily.
Search results can be sorted according to any given
field.
Data retrieval
In MolabIS, data objects are stored in a coherent man-
ner, making data tracking much easier. The samples are
considered the central entry point in the tracking
model. Through the relationships among associated data
objects as depicted in Figure 8 the system can locate
related data. For instance, using the sample ID the user
can retrieve information such as details on the sample
itself, information on the individual from which the
sample was collected, the storage location of the sample,
details on the DNA extracted from the sample, raw data
relevant to the sample, and final sequences obtained.
Data modification
MolabIS allows unrestricted data modification; lab man-
agers can change any data field for codes, contacts, pro-
tocols, markers, storage places of samples in the lab.
Scientists can update or delete all data objects stored in
the database including individuals, samples, DNA, PCR
amplifications, electrophoresis, sequence and microsatel-
lite data of a project.

Generating reports
MolabIS creates ready-to-print reports in PDF format
based on user specified parameters. With a few mouse

clicks, users can download PDF files to their computers.
Thirteen predefined types of reports have been devel-
oped in MolabIS (see the list under the menu “Reports”
in Figure 4). The system can provide lists of projects,
contacts and individuals. It can make reports about
information on samples or DNA, along with storage
locations for a given project. Besides, statistical reports
for sequences and microsatellites can be done for a par-
ticular marker, a certain project, or the whole lab. Mola-
bIS also allows users to generate a report to sum up the
data volume in the entire lab or make a chart of sample
distribution of a project. Since the reports are based on
templates, developers can easily modify the predefined
types of reports.

Exporting data
A further important feature of MolabIS is the export
and conversion of final data to various formats required
as input files for subsequent analyses, which is particu-
larly useful for molecular labs working in the analysis of
biodiversity.
Converting sequence data
Different analysis tools expect different data formats.
This requires scientists to convert sequences from a
given format to another. MolabIS offers a tool to extract
sequences stored in the database and to automatically
convert them to various formats. The current version of
MolabIS supports conversion of sequences to seven data
formats: FASTA, NEXUS, PHYLIP, MEGA, MSF, PSI-
BLAS and PFAM (Figure 9). Furthermore, the system
can export sequences collected from different projects
into a single file, which is available for download as
required for instance in phylogenetic analyses. As an
additional service, users can have their uploaded
sequences in FASTA format converted to other formats
by MolabIS.
Converting microsatellite data
Microsatellite data is frequently stored as a matrix in
which rows represent samples and columns markers.
Many of bioinformatics tools such as Microsatellite
Toolkit [41] (an add-in utility for Microsoft Excel) require
diploid or haploid microsatellite data as input files. Pre-
paration of these input files may be tedious. Here, MolabIS
helps by extracting microsatellite data of samples from dif-
ferent projects and by exporting all to a single file. It
allows the user to select one of three types of data formats
(one-column diploid, two-column diploid, one-column
haploid) for exporting. In addition, the user can choose
Excel or CSV (Comma Separated Values) as the file format
of the output. This process is depicted in Figure 10.

Performance and scalability
By using Postgres, MolabIS obviously meets the require-
ments regarding time and space complexity mentioned
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Figure 6 GUI for uploading DNA samples. The screenshot presents a sequence of web forms for inserting DNA samples into the database.
Step 1: identify the number of samples which will be uploaded (e.g. 5); Step 2: enter data manually for all samples or upload data from the
spreadsheet; Step 3: provide information on DNA validation and upload gel images (this step can be skipped if DNA samples are not checked);
Step 4: select the storage locations of DNA samples.
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in [21]. It can store large amounts of data and is only
limited by the hardware configuration of the server. The
software has been tested to ensure that it can be used
by multiple users at the same time in a LAN, as well as
the Internet. MolabIS runs without performance issues
even when used by 10 simultaneous users.
To evaluate the performance and scalability of Mola-

bIS, we have done three tests on three databases but
with different sizes (1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 records
of samples, respectively). The tests were conducted on a
computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 2 × 2.30 GHz
processor and 6 GB of RAM, running Kubuntu 11.04

and using Postgres 9.0. All tests used the same test
cases, which are typical queries in a production mode.
For each test, a test case was executed and benchmarked
ten times at the front-end to calculate the mean
response time. The results are reported in Table 4
showing response times in the order of seconds, thereby
allowing the users to rapidly interact with the system.
As expected, the response times are independent of the
size of the database indicating that MolabIS scales well.
Indeed, the differences in the response time among tests
are insignificant (less than 0.30 seconds for each test
case).

Figure 7 GUI for importing microsatellite data. The screenshot shows an example of improrting microsatellite data for 134 samples of a
project. Step 1: identify samples of a project and select markers; Step 2: import microsatellite data from a spreadsheet and upload to the server.
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Discussion
MolabIS was developed to overcome the challenges of
molecular genetics labs in the context of data manage-
ment as defined in the requirement section. In the fol-
lowing, we summarize how MolabIS addresses the
requirements listed in the section “Background”.
R1: While other information systems are often

designed to collect data of either DNA sequencing pro-
jects or microsatellites genotyping projects, MolabIS is
the only system to support both.

R2: MolabIS can manage information on individuals
in plants and animals from any species and breed.
This feature is not supported in other information

systems.
R3: The functionality of sample management in Mola-

bIS is considered a complete software package for the
storage and management of samples. MolabIS allows to
track a large number of samples of different types. It
provides a five-level hierarchical storage scheme ensur-
ing the flexibility in the representation of physical sto-
rage locations of samples and DNA in different labs.
The lab manager can define a new location, update and
delete existing ones at any storage level.
R4: The workflow, one important feature in MolabIS,

supports the experimental workflow in the wet lab effi-
ciently and organizes the data entry accordingly. Data is
pipelined from one step to the next in the workflow. At
each step in the workflow, the details of lab work such
as PCR amplification, PCR validation, and electrophor-
esis are recorded. This feature also highlights the differ-
ence between MolabIS and other systems, which only
support importing final data.
R5: All data operations can be performed via a stan-

dard web browser including Internet Explorer 7+, Fire-
fox 3.0+ and Safari 3+ running under a variety of
operating systems. The Ajax technology used in Mola-
bIS allows to create an interactive user interface, which
has the quality of desktop applications. The users can
search, view, update, and delete their data in a single

Figure 8 Data association. Relationship between associated data
objects for keeping track of samples, and results.

Figure 9 GUI for extracting sequence data to various formats. Sequences can be extracted and converted to different data formats. The GUI
shows that users can select sequences from different projects for a specific marker to be merged into a multiple sequence file by clicking on a
respective button at the bottom of the form. After pressing the button, the system will generate a file in a desired format which is available for
download.
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form without switching screens. Raw data (e.g. gel pic-
tures, chromatogram data) is stored independent of
architectures of the sequencers. Therefore, MolabIS can
manage all electrophoresis products, which can be
obtained from different sequencers, in a uniform way.
The import functionality of MolabIS has considerably
enhanced the process of data entry. The details of sam-
ples and DNA can be imported in various file formats,
such as .xls, .ods, or .csv. Moreover, sequence and
microsatellite data can be imported into the database.
Additionally, every data entry form can store additional
information in a comment block thereby allowing Mola-
bIS to function as a filing cabinet.
R6: JasperReports, an embeddable open source Java

reporting library, is integrated in MolabIS to provide an
effective reporting solution. The report templates are
compiled with parameters specified by the user to
extract data from the current database and generate the
report. Although the system currently supports generat-
ing reports in PDF format, the report templates can
easily be extended to other formats.

R7: MolabIS supports the retrieval of final data, as
well as original files of raw data of any project. In addi-
tion, final sequences and microsatellites can be con-
verted to various formats.
R8: Developed as a web application, MolabIS can be

installed and used in a LAN or Internet, thus allowing
many users to access the system simultaneously. Under
the access rights control of MolabIS, data is used and
shared in a secure manner. MolabIS is well-suited for
localization. The text, labels, and context help in all web
forms are read from an ASCII file (text file) which can
be edited by any text editor.
R9: We used virtualization technology to package and

deploy the application. Hence, the MolabIS appliance
can be installed on different platforms (e.g. Linux, Win-
dows). The installation process itself amounts to down-
loading the appliance file, installing the virtual player
and running the appliance under the virtual player with-
out any knowledge about its operating system or other
software components. Under the GNU General Public
License, MolabIS can be downloaded, installed and used

Figure 10 GUI for extracting microsatellite data to various formats. MolabIS can convert microsatellite data of a given project to various
formats. The GUI shows that users can select a data format and a file format from drop-down lists for the output, identify markers and samples
and click on the “Export” button to download the file.

Table 4 Performance results of MolabIS

Test case Number of samples in database

1,000 10,000 100,000

Insert 50 samples into database 6.55 ± 0.32 6.69 ± 0.27 6.47 ± 0.34

Retrieve 500 samples from database 1.62 ± 0.06 1.67 ± 0.06 1.91 ± 0.05

Export 7,000 microsatellites to CSV 2.16 ± 0.11 2.11 ± 0.10 2.10 ± 0.10

The response time is measured in seconds at the front-end of a client machine in a LAN. For each test case, the mean response time and standard deviation is
calculated from the response times of ten runs. The databases consist of approximately 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 samples for the three tests, respectively.
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free of charge. This contrasts the traditional installation
which starts with the installation and configuration of
DBMS, web server, application framework and software
components, thus requiring IT experts, who usually are
not present in most labs.
R10: Loading data from previous projects can be car-

ried out in a batch loading mode. The MLoader can be
used to load large amounts of data collected and stored
over the years. It executes a sophisticated system of for-
eign key loading and rollbacks. This facilitates the detec-
tion of similarly spelt keys and the restoration of origin
data for wrong data loading.
The above list indicates that the requirements, as sta-

ted in the first section of this paper, have been met. Our
software package was tested by third parties who are
independent of the development of the application.
Thorough testing has been carried out, in order to
check for both technical bugs and missing functionality.
Moreover, a user guide is available and released along
with the software.

Conclusions
The development of MolabIS has solved the problems
described in the first part of this paper. MolabIS is a
web-based integrated information system which can be
used to store, manage and handle data of DNA sequen-
cing and microsatellite genotyping workflows. All opera-
tions can be done via a standard web browser running
on any operating system. Developed as an open source
software package, MolabIS takes advantage of other
open source components. It brings benefits to both
researchers and lab managers. For researchers, their
data is stored safely with high reliability. In collaborative
projects, the data can be shared in a secure manner.
The system helps to reduce the workload and the time
needed for searching and preparing data for subsequent
lab work steps. The conversion of data formats is per-
formed easily, thus saving time and avoiding human
errors. For lab managers, MolabIS ensures long-term
data storage and monitors the progress of different pro-
jects carried out by various lab members. In fact, Mola-
bIS supports full documentation of genotyping and
sequencing experiments, even with short term lab users
(e.g. students or visiting scientists) and different geno-
typing platforms. With its general data model, MolabIS
meets common requirements of various molecular
genetics labs working in biodiversity. Released under the
GNU General Public License, MolabIS can be down-
loaded, modified and used freely. MolabIS is distributed
as an appliance in which all components and services
are installed and pre-configured. Being a ready-to-use
appliance, it can be run on different platforms by using
a free player such as VMWare Player or VirtualBox with
minimal installation effort.

Rapid advances in molecular genetic technology have
led to a quick adaption of high throughput genotyping
for SNP and NextGen Sequencing. Future releases of
MolabIS will have to address this development, possibly
also adding support for other molecular markers like
AFLPs, which are still being used in many small labs,
especially in developing countries. To accommodate
these changes, the data model will have to be expanded,
while preserving the core part of the sample manage-
ment and all current functionality.

Availability and requirements
The source code, user guide and appliance of MolabIS
are freely available at the project homepage http://www.
molabis.org. We also provide a live demo for users who
want to evaluate MolabIS without installation. Release
notes and other information will be also updated on the
project homepage.
Project name: MolabIS
Project homepage: http://www.molabis.org
Operating system: Platform independent
Programming language: Perl Database: Postgres
License: GNU GPL

Additional material

Additional file 1: Source code of MolabIS. The source code of MolabIS
is provided as a Zip file.
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Abstract: 
Complex open source information systems are usually implemented as component-based software to inherit the available 
functionality of existing software packages developed by third parties. Consequently, the deployment of these systems not only 
requires the installation of operating system, application framework and the configuration of services but also needs to resolve the 
dependencies among components. The problem becomes more challenging when the application must be installed and used on 
different platforms such as Linux and Windows. To address this, an efficient approach using the virtualization technology is 
suggested and discussed in this paper. The approach has been applied in our project to deploy a web-based integrated information 
system in molecular genetics labs. It is a low-cost solution to benefit both software developers and end-users. 
 
 

 
 
Background: 
Advances in open source have lead to the development of 
complex information systems which are usually implemented 
as component-based packages comprising third party and new 
software. In recent years, many web-based database 
applications in the field of bioinformatics (e.g. MOLGENIS [1], 
AGL-LIMS [2], DraGnET [3]) have been developed and released 
under GPL which can all be described as complex open source 
information systems (COSIS). Not surprisingly, most require 
complex installation procedures for operating system (OS), 
compiler, software framework, web server, database server, 
libraries, and other software components. Traditionally, the 
installation and configuration has to be done in the deployment 
environment, which is not under the control of the developer. 
As a result, the installation is complicated and often fails. It can 
therefore be concluded, that the widespread adoption of 
COSISs is severely limited by their difficult installation process. 
 
Description: 
Over the last years, hardware virtualization or “hypervisor” 
technology has been rapidly adopted in computing centers to 
make efficient use of existing hardware. The installation of 
software packages on the basis of a hypervisor has the same 
level complexity as a fresh install of an OS and the associated 

software. OS virtualization is a different approach which is 
sometimes used to facilitate software demonstration. However, 
it is often associated with sluggish performance. The 
installation of such a virtual machine (VM) on a standard host 
OS like Windows or Linux is very simple always resulting in a 
fully configured system. Here, we are proposing to use the OS 
virtualization approach not for testing COSISs where 
unresponsiveness may be acceptable, but rather for production 
mode operation. 
 
Virtualization technology integrates the OS and the fully-
configured application into a unit called “Virtual Appliance” 
(VA). Since VAs are encoded in one large file, they can easily be 
distributed and executed in VM software such as VMware 
Player [4] or VirtualBox [5] which are freely available. 
Therefore, the installation becomes simple and amounts to 
downloading the VA file to the target machine which may be 
either Windows or Linux. CryoWeb [6], which has been 
deployed using the OS virtualization, is a typical example in 
this context. 
 
Obviously, a COSIS that is available as a VA would make it 
accessible to a much larger circle of users. However, use of VA 
for the deployment of COSISs will only be a good strategy if the 
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appliance is sufficiently fast for normal production mode 
operations. Investigation of this issue is the objective of the case 
study. 
 

 
Figure 1: Benchmark results on five systems running MolabIS. 
The mean response time of ten runs are presented in seconds 
(vertical axis). Five test cases from left to right (horizontal axis) 
are: inserting 50 samples into the database (insert), searching 
500 samples in the database (search), exporting 7000 
microsatellites to a CSV file (export), reporting the details of 500 
samples to a PDF file (report) and uploading a 3 MB 
electrophoresis file to the database (upload), respectively. 
 
Case study: 
MolabIS [7] is a web-based information system for storing and 
managing molecular data. All functionality of the system is 
operable through a web browser. In production mode, there 
may be multiple lab users accessing the system for data entry 
and retrieval. Typically, the use of MolabIS would require the 
lab users to install and configure Apache web server, Postgres 
database server, APIIS application framework [8], Java libraries 
and Perl modules on a Linux platform. The installation will be 
painful and time consuming. In contrast, the installation of a 
ready-to-use appliance (available at the project homepage [7]) is 
done in a matter of minutes. 
 
Our hypothesis is that the VAs' execution speed is fast enough 
for production mode operations of COSIS like MolabIS. To test 
this, we evaluated the performance of MolabIS in five 
environments. The first was a real system using barebone 
installation of the COSIS, the other four used Windows and 
Linux as host systems with VMware Player and VirtualBox as 
virtualization hypervisors on each (Figure 1). Five test cases 
were chosen to represent typical production mode operations of 
MolabIS (Figure 1). For each test case, the wall clock time 

between receiving the client request at the backend and its 
execution was measured in each environment. Figure 1 presents 
the mean of ten such replicates. All tests were run on the same 
hardware (Intel Core i5 2x2.5 GHz processor and 6 GB of RAM).  
 
The VA’s execution speed is indeed fast enough for production 
mode as shown in Figure 1. In some cases the appliances-based 
COSIS even gives a better performance than the real system, a 
difference that is irrelevant in practical terms. Similarly, the 
differences among VM software found between Windows and 
Linux or between VMware Player and VirtualBox were 
negligible. As can be seen in the “Upload” case, the benchmarks 
indicate that VAs incur more overheads in data transactions 
increasing the size of virtual disks. However, for database 
applications like MolabIS, this virtualization overhead is 
acceptable. 
 
Conclusion: 
Virtualization is an efficient technique for the deployment of 
COSISs thereby expanding the target community considerably, 
opening up areas of use that would otherwise not be accessible. 
Apart from ease of installation, such VAs can run on different 
OSs, which would not be possible with a barebone installation. 
The benchmarks revealed no practically significant difference in 
response time between barebone installation and VAs, VM 
software and host OSs. Thus, VAs can be used effectively in the 
production mode for COSISs like MolabIS. 
 
An added advantage of this approach is that VAs can be tested 
prior to distribution. Once packaged and tested 
misconfiguration during installation can be ruled out. VAs can 
be quickly deployed on different platforms regardless of the 
hardware variations of the physical servers. 
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Abstract: 
Many countries in the world have set up national domestic conservation programmes and collections of long-term storage of cryo-preserved animal 
genetic material. We have developed a web based software - CryoWEB for the documentation of such collections. The software is generally applicable to 
all livestock breeds, independent of the donor's species and the type of preserved material. The software can record basic herd-book information for the 
donor animal, the structure of the storage facilities, description of the stored samples and their distribution within the gene bank. It also traces the 
movements of the sample vessels within the storage facilities and the usage of sample units. The outputs implemented in CryoWEB address the 
informational needs of the gene bank manager in her everyday tasks. 
 
Availability: CryoWEB is publicly available at http://cryoweb.tzv.fal.de 
 
Keywords: CryoWEB, animal gene banks, documentation, Open Source  
 
 

 
Background: 
Conservation of the genetic diversity is one of the important concerns in 
the modern animal breeding. The 'Global Plan of Action' adopted at the 
United Nations Interlaken Conference on Animal Genetic Resources 
stipulates the setup on national gene banks worldwide. Here, CryoWEB 
can be used right away to serve as the electronic register. 
 
In many countries a national conservation programme has been set-up, 
usually as a combination of the in situ, ex situ in vitro and ex situ in vivo 
methods. As part of these programmes a long-term collection of cryo-
preserved animal genetic material from various breeds is established, e.g. 
in Brazil [1], USA [2], or France [3]. Such collections are supposed to 
serve as a source of material for recovering breeds in distant future, or for 
supportive breeding. Therefore, the collection comprises various types of 
material, ranging from semen and embryos [5] to somatic cells [6]. The 
frozen material is usually duplicated in more than one storage location for 
security reasons.  
 
A consistent documentation system has been recognized (e.g. in [6]) as an 
integral part of every gene bank. Such a system should collect and keep 
enough data for the successful identification and usage of the samples. This 
is a very important issue as the utilization of the stored material takes place 
long time after the collection when the access to primary data may be not 
possible. Therefore, the documentation system should contain at least a 
minimum data set to meet the following requirements: 
For any sample chosen from the database, the user should be able to find 
the material in the storage facilities. 
From the label on any vessel in the storage facilities the user should be able 
to find the information for the sample in the database. 
For any sample identification there should be an exhaustive description of 
the protocol used for freezing the material and the procedures to be 
followed when thawing. 

 
Sometimes the gene bank management organization prefers to develop a 
new documentation system, including specific traits relevant to the local 
testing and production procedures, e.g. a “days to market” field in the USA 
animal-GRIN database [2]. Such systems require significant investments 
both in terms of funding and time for the initial development. On the other 
hand, in many gene banks the curators want to start recording data 
immediately, i.e. there is a demand for a uniform documentation system, 
which is easy to set up and use everywhere. 
The here presented Open Source software CryoWEB was developed with 
the intention to be a generally applicable gene bank documentation system. 
It can be used uniformly across species, material types and storage 
facilities. 
 
Methodology: 
CryoWEB was developed in the Institute of Farm Animal Genetics (FLI) 
in Germany on the basis and concepts of the CryoIS software [4] used for 
the Dutch gene bank. Several of the main blocks were preserved, but major 
improvements were introduced. First of all CryoWEB is intended to be 
used “out of the box”, whereas CryoIS had to be customized. Secondly, the 
whole system was changed from desktop to a Web application. Finally, 
nationalization options and access control were introduced. 
 
The main concept of CryoWEB is “less is more”. The system requests 
from the user a minimum set of data, which is available for all species and 
essential for the gene bank management. Nevertheless, the user can still 
store additionally all data she considers valuable. This is done in the form 
of archives of files, where heterogeneous information can be included, e.g. 
birth certificate of the donor, material transfer agreement, performance test 
results, heath certificate, etc. 
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Figure 1: Application architecture of CryoWEB. The complete linux server can be encapsulated in a virtual appliance. 
 
Input: 
The data entry is logically grouped in four main blocks comprising several 
Web forms each. In the Animals block herdbook data about the donors and 
their pedigree may be recorded. In the Storage Facilities block the user 
specifies the structure of the tanks and freezers. In the Samples block the 
user enters data for the production and the freezing of the material, its 
distribution within the storage, moving and usage. The Contacts block 
provides a directory of people and organizations linked with the gene bank. 
The minimum data set fields are marked on each form. 
 
Output: 
CryoWEB has two types of outputs – screen outputs and reports for 
printing. In each data entry block the user can search and view stored data. 
A tree-view browsing of the hierarchy of storage locations is also 
developed. 
 
The system can generate also a ready-to-print reports in PDF format. These 
include inter alia general gene bank statistics, information about a donor 
and all its samples, complete inventory of the storage facilities, history of 
movements in period, tracing a sample.There is also an option to export 
cumulated annual statistics per breed and material type for the EFABIS [7] 
network. However, this export is not based on the automated 
synchronization protocol used in the network [8], as the user must be able 
to correct manually the totals with the data from gene banks that use other 
software.  
 
Software platform: 
The software was written in Perl and runs under GNU Linux operating 
system, using PostgreSQL for database management system and Apache2 
for web server. CryoWEB utilizes also several Perl modules from 
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) and the JasperReports 
framework for the outputs part. The application model of CryoWEB is 
given in Figure 1.  
 

Distribution options: 
CryoWEB is released under the GPL license and therefore the source code 
is freely available. Before installing this code and setting up a web page the 
user must have all required software (e.g. web server, additional Perl 
modules) in place. This assumes system administration knowledge which 
is not always available. To reduce the complexity of setting a complete 
Web system to a simple installation of a stand-alone application we offer 
second distribution option – virtual appliance. This is a virtual machine, 
where all the required software (including CryoWEB) is already installed 
and can be executed on Windows and Linux platforms using one of the 
free players from VMWare or VirtualBox. 
 
Applications: 
The CryoWEB software is installed as national gene bank information 
system in Netherlands, Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria, Switzerland, Iceland, 
Georgia, Estonia, Finland, Germany and Greece. 
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Abstract8

The fast development of high throughput genotyping has opened up new possi-9

bilities in genetics while at the same time producing immense data handling is-10

sues. A system design and proof of concept implementation are presented which11

provides efficient data storage and manipulation of single nucleotide polymor-12

phism (SNP) genotypes in a relational database. A new strategy using SNP13

and individual selection vectors allows us to view SNP data as matrices or sets.14

These genotype sets provide an easy way to handle original and derived data,15

the latter at basically no storage costs. Due to its vector based database storage,16

data imports and exports are much faster than those of other SNP databases.17

In the proof of concept implementation, the compressed storage scheme reduces18

disk space requirements by a factor of around 300. Further, this design scales19

linearly with number of individuals and SNPs involved. The procedure supports20

panels of different sizes. This allows a straight forward management of different21

panel sizes in the same population as occur in animal breeding programs when22

higher density panels replace previous lower density versions.23

Introduction24

High throughput single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping is evolving25

at a staggering rate, developing into a powerful tool in genetic analyses in all26

areas of biology. While its promises are immense, so are the data processing27

issues associated with it. Dropping genotyping costs and ever increasing marker28

densities result in a huge increase in data volume, which seems to develop faster29

than the already impressive rate at which data storage costs have come down30

in the past. Thus, increasing data storage requirements are an issue.31

SNP data analysis workflows often result in filtering SNPs thereby creating32

genotype subsets for different purposes. This process can lead to a dramatic33

increase in disk space requirement: while each derived dataset will always be34

smaller than the original, their sizes will still be of the same magnitude, quickly35

using huge amounts of disk space.36

High throughput genotyping is used across species with diverse sets of geno-37

typing panels of different sizes ranging from a few thousand to millions. New38

panels of higher densities may be used to retype the same individuals as is done39

in regular animal breeding programs, resulting in ever growing datasets. Ac-40
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cordingly, information originating from panels of different densities will have to41

be managed and processed.42

Space requirements of SNP data may be very large, resulting in specialized43

hardware having to be made available for storage. Therefore, it makes sense to44

centralize data management in a relational database, which can be accessed by45

multiple users. A number of database developments try to address some of the46

above issues [3, 1, 2].47

However, the main shortcoming is the ’one genotype per row’ (OGPR) stor-48

age scheme which leads to huge storage requirements and slow export times.49

Rios et al.(2010) improved on this scheme by storing one record per individ-50

ual containing all genotypes together with each genotype’s position. Our pro-51

posal goes well beyond this through a more efficient storage scheme and the52

development of the genotype set concept, which substantially enhances data53

manipulation.54

Efficient management of SNP data has to address long term data storage,55

multiple genotyping panels of different sizes as are already in practical use in56

animal breeding and elswhere. Further, efficient selection of SNPs and fast57

exports to various formats for further processing are essential. This leads us to58

the following design.59

The Design60

Compressed storage61

Typical files from genotyping labs easily have sizes of hundreds of Mbyte per62

individual. We propose to store the SNP genotypes of one individual in a63

compressed vector using the position as determined by the panel map, which64

leads to one genotype record per individual. When only the biallelic state of a65

SNP is of interest, two bit storage is sufficient, allowing 16 SNPs to be stored66

in one 32bit integer word. Accordingly, all genotypes from a 60,000 SNP panel67

can be stored in an integer vector of dimension 3,750 or 14.6 kb. Once a panel68

map is stored, any number of resulting genotypes can be loaded.69

Often the call rates i.e. the GCscore need to be stored for each SNP, typically70

a floating point number in the range of 1 to 100. Here, a flexible scheme is71

proposed, allowing the user to determine the number of bits to be used for the72

score: 4 bits accommodate a resolution of 100/15. Using the same 4 bits on the73

range of 51% to 100% will double the resolution. As with the genotpyes, the74

GCscore is also designed as one vector per individual.75

Set based manipulation76

For easy data manipulation, we introduce the concept of effectively spaceless77

genotype sets. Each SNP panel comprises a specified set of SNPs. Using the78

SNP’s position in the panel as its position in the genotype bit vector enables79

access to each SNP without explicitly having to state the SNP name. Once80
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genotypes are treated as vectors, a SNP dataset can be viewed as a matrix81

of genotypes with the SNPs constituting the columns while each genotyped82

individual leads to one row.83

Often, only subsets of SNPs are used in analyses, perhaps only those from a84

particular chromosome, or SNPs with a minimum frequency. Using a bit vector85

snp sel vec of the dimension of the SNP panel provides a generalized approach:86

a .TRUE. or .FALSE. decides if a SNP is a member of a particular subset. A87

genotype set is then completely defined by adding a vector indiv sel vec which88

contains the individuals of the subset. Finally, a set name for the combination89

of a particular snp sel vec and indiv sel vec, uniquely specifies a genotype set.90

Thus, creating new derived genotype sets amounts to creating two new lists: one91

for the SNPs and the other for the individuals and giving this a genotype set92

name for easy access. The storage implications are clear: instead of having to93

store a matrix of dimension nSNP ∗nIndividual only two vectors of dimension94

nSNP and nIndividual need to be stored for each derived matrix which are95

thus effectively spaceless.96

It should be noted that the concept of genotype sets allows rapid implemen-97

tation of general set operations like unions or intersections on the basis of any98

genotype set, original or derived.99

Being a central repository for all data to be analysed, fast exports are critical.100

A data analysis step typically starts with an export using an appropriate format101

for downstream processing. Often exports are performed through costly SQL102

selects on the basis of SNP names [1, 2, 3].103

However, export speed is a function of both the data storage and the retrieval104

scheme. Storage overhead of our approach is minimal: the indiv sel vec is an105

integer vector with as many 32bit words as there are individuals in the genotype106

sample, while snp sel vec has the dimension of the number of SNPs in the panel107

divided by 16 (for 2 bit storage). Thus, all genotypes from a 1 million panel108

will occupy 244kb in snp sel vec. Clearly, on this data volume basis our design109

will have a performance advantage over the OGPR paradigm which needs to110

process 1 million records per individual.111

For data retrieval, the genotype set approach replaces SQL based SNP selec-112

tion by much faster vector operation. An export of a genotype set amounts to113

these actions: firstly, snp sel vec and indiv sel vec are fetched for the chosen114

set. Secondly, for each individual the compressed genotype vector is retrieved115

through one SQL select and shrunk on the basis of the snp sel vec which can116

be implemented as fast shifts. Thus, the extraction speed is largely independent117

from the subset selection.118

Performance of Proposed Design119

The proof of concept implementation was done in Perl and PostgreSQL as the120

backend database server. Apart from conceptual simplicity, performance in121

terms of storage efficiency and speed of data import and export is of critical122

importance. This was investigated through a number of genotype datasets of123
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very different sizes (Table 1).124

The timings refer to the import of SNPs after the panel map has been loaded,125

as this is done only once. Further, two bit storage for the biallelic state genotypes126

(A, B, AB, and no call) with no GCscore is assumed. The benchmarks were127

executed on an iCore 5 laptop (2.7GHz / 4GB RAM).128

Importing data following our design, requires two steps. Firstly, the panel129

map is loaded which contains the panel size, the SNP names and chromosome130

location. A unique panel name is given, which needs to be specified when-131

ever new genotype data is loaded in a second step. During the initial load, a132

snp sel vec is created with all bits set to 1. The individual IDs are stored in133

indiv sel vec as picked up from the data file. The combination of those two134

selection vectors then yields the first genotype set, uniquely identified by its135

symbolic name, which is the only information required for an export. Notice,136

that our design scales very well (column 5 and 6 in Table 1, with import and137

export time per 1 million SNP even going down as panel sizes increase.138

Popular SNP database management systems store OGPR [1, 2, 3] resulting139

in huge storage requirements: using the HumapHap300 for 300 subjects, about140

90 million of records will be generated [2]. In contrast, our design will create only141

300 rows, which will clearly reduce both storage and processing requirements.142

Even the improved design presented by Rios et al.(2010) requires 5GB for 1.5143

billion genotypes, while our design would require approximately .37GB.144

A direct comparison to other implementations for computing time is difficult145

to make. Based on the timings from our design (1.55sec and .54/1 million geno-146

types, for import and exports as a weighted mean from Table 1), we expanded147

the software comparisons given in Table 1 in Mitha et al. (2011) for a 317K148

panel with 100 samples. The timings in minutes are n/a, 18, 4.2 and 0.82, for149

imports and 10, 93, 5, 0.29 for exports from SNPLims, GWASA, SNPpy single,150

and our implementation, respectively. Thus, our design seems to be an order of151

magnitude faster than the best of the contenders. This is not surprising, since152

the OGPR requires space for the sample ID, the SNP name and the chromo-153

some location for each genotype. Using the database design given in Mitha et al.154

(2011) for the 317K dataset, we have a storage requirement of 2,721MB versus155

8MB. Thus, our compressed bit vector storage scheme is around 300 times more156

efficient than the OGPR scheme of other packages.157

As an example, on a 500GB disk 2 million individuals genotyped with a158

317K panel can be stored using our scheme. In contrast, the same disk would159

store .146 million individuals with the design from Rios at al.(2010) , and only160

7000 with the common OGPR storage scheme.161

Supplementary Material162

The proof of concept code is available under the GPL license at163

ftp://ftp.tzv.fal.de/pub/snp/SNP-PoC.tar.gz164
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Table 1. Performance for five test datasets

data n SNP a n ind b tot SNP c imp d exp e DB stor f

set1 58 47 2.7 2.38 1.38 0.28
set2 36 403 14.7 4.37 1.02 0.27
set3 229 90 20.6 1.89 0.69 0.25
set4 4098 270 1106 1.60 0.53 0.25
set5 1458 1397 2036 1.50 0.54 0.25

apanel size: number of SNPs * 1,000
bnumber of individuals
ctotal number of SNPs in dataset * 1,000,000
dtime to import 1 mio SNPs in seconds
etime to export 1 mio SNPs in seconds
fstorage in MByte per 1 mio SNPs
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Summary

With considerable advances in technologies and instruments in the field of molecular
genetics, data management has become a major issue not only in key labs but also
many small labs around the world. Spreadsheets and text files on a file system are
only practical in labs where the datasets are not too large and heterogeneous. It is
clear that the spreadsheets are often not very scalable for tracking and manipulating
large amounts of data. Relational database are better suited for such tasks. Therefore,
the application of database systems to the management of biological data has recently
become one of important aspects in bioinformatics.

This thesis has investigated the management of data derived from Sanger sequenc-
ing and microsatellite genotyping workflows with an emphasis on biodiversity studies.
More specifically, we successfully developed an open-source integrated information
system which is easily installed and can be used in a wide range of molecular labs.
As a result, our information system is a labs backbone for storing, managing and eval-
uating molecular genetics data. Indeed, the most important outcome of this study,
along with the publications, is the MolabIS software (http://www.molabis.org) and its
general data model.

To achieve the objectives mentioned in the first chapter, our project has passed
through three research phases: data modeling, software implementation and deploy-
ment. The results of each phase were reported and discussed in our three peer-reviewed
papers (Chapter 3, 4 and 5). In the following, we summarize key points and give a gen-
eral discussion on the relevant results.
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8.2 Results and discussion

8.2.1 Formalized data framework (paper 1)

The first paper aims to design a formalized data framework for managing sequence
and microsatellite data in biodiversity studies [79]. This work has achieved three main
findings as follows:

1. As mentioned in [79], the storage requirements of data items to describe the
same entity (e.g. individuals, samples) differ among labs. The suggested data
storage architecture can resolve this problem. The basic principle is to classify
data items into three groups and use UDI blocks to store all specific information.

2. The proposed workflow approach is an effective tool to visually describe data
streams in which data items are pipelined from one step to another. At each
step, the data items are presented via DITs in a uniform way. Furthermore, the
workflow along with DITs also indicate all relevant use cases in order to facilitate
the software implementation in the following phase.

3. Based on the workflow approach, we have built the two-level workflow of bio-
diversity studies which focuses on the data streams of Sanger sequencing and
microsatellite projects. Briefly, the data framework constructed in this study is
the basis to design a general data model for developing the MolabIS software as
described below.

8.2.2 Integrated information system (paper 2)

The major objective of the second paper is to implement the MolabIS software so that
it can meet all requirements of the project [81]. Particularly, we have obtained the
following results which make MolabIS different from other software.

1. Unlike other information systems, MolabIS keeps track of both Sanger sequenc-
ing or microsatellites genotyping workflows to capture all relevant data at the
earliest possible stage. With its general design, MolabIS can store information
on individuals from any species and population.

2. MolabIS provides essential tools to manage different types of genetic materials.
Using a five-level hierarchical storage scheme, MolabIS can resolve different
situations of sample storage systems which often use multiple levels to record
physical locations of samples.
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3. One of the important features which highlights the difference between MolabIS
and other information systems, is the workflow support. This feature helps lab
people to monitor their work to accordingly organize the data entry. Besides, the
workflow feature also facilitates the sample preparation and other procedures
that involve in data operations.

4. With the automatic reporting solution based on the redefined report templates,
MolabIS can generate ready-to-print reports which are easily adjustable. All
data elements stored in the database are quickly accessible. The raw data may
be retrieved in original format. Moreover, the sequences and microsatellites can
be exported to various formats for other data analysis tools.

5. Using new technologies of web 2, the operations for data manipulation are very
flexible. The interface, which is well-suited for localization, is easy-to-use and
compatible with different standard web browsers. The context help is given in
all web forms. As a multi-user web application, MolabIS supports the access
rights control to ensure that the data is always secured in the database.

6. MolabIS stores the raw data as BLOB in the database instead of decomposing
them in different tables. Therefore, this way may store any type of raw data
independent of hardware architecture.

7. Data migration is supported by an additional tool which can automatically import
large sets of historical data from previous project in a batch mode.

8.2.3 Software deployment (paper 3)

Once the software has been implemented and tested extensively, it must be delivered
to the end-users. However, it can be observed that many complex open-source infor-
mation systems are very difficult to put into operation by the lab people because of
their difficult installation and configuration procedures. Therefore, the objective of the
third paper is to propose a solution using virtual appliances to efficiently deploy such
information systems [80]. This solution involves several results as follows:

1. We indicated that the manual installation of complex software is a daunting task
for users, especially non-IT persons. Unlike other software deployment solu-
tions, the virtualization approach completely eliminates the installation and con-
figuration complexity.

2. With this approach, the support costs as well as the time for the software installa-
tion and configuration are close to being eliminated. Since the virtual appliances
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may run on different operation systems, users can continue to use the operating
they are used to.

3. The results of a benchmarking experiment proved that the appliances are fast
enough to run complex open-source information systems like MolabIS in a pro-
duction mode.

8.3 Outlook

Towards the end of this thesis, we would like to give some perspectives for future
possibilities or desirable further development. From our point of view, the research
direction of the thesis may be extended to include the following issues.

Clearly, biology has entered the genomic era in which hundreds of genomes of
different species have been sequenced. Rapid progress in next-generation sequencing
(NGS) technologies [72] has facilitated large-scale discovery of SNPs. High through-
put genotyping technologies are widely applied in genetic studies not only on humans
but also on other populations. As the sequencing cost continues to decline, small labs
which have previously applied the first-generation sequencing, are turning to invest in
NGS. Consequently, these labs have to work with an ocean of genetic data.

Usually, scientific advances bring us many opportunities but at the same time also
create new challenges. The advances in biology is not an exception. It seems that the
concept of "big data" is having a big impact recently. On the one hand, high throughput
technologies enables the discovery of new knowledge behind massive volumes of data
and the analysis of complex traits in genetic studies to be done more easily than ever
before. On the other hand, “big data” presents a number of challenges related to data
analysis and management. It requires powerful hardware and complex algorithms. In
this context, bioinformatics is a great candidate for “big data”.

SNP genotyping is the basis of SNP discovery (the most common application of
NGS) to analyze genetic variations. Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) based
upon SNPs is a powerful tool to discover common genetic variation across the whole
genome of organisms. It is also a robust method to identify genes for complex diseases
or traits. GWAS with hundreds of thousands of SNPs genotyped for thousands of
individuals can yield billions of genotypes. It is a typical example of “big data” which
should be stored, managed and analyzed effectively. Therefore, the development of
new bioinformatics tools to manage such huge datasets is in high demand.

Typically, raw data generated from genotyping platforms (e.g. Affymetrix, Illu-
mina) are analyzed by upstream sequencer attached software. Then, the final reports
can be exported in various data formats [65] for downstream data analyses using dif-
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ferent tools such as PLINK [76] or R libraries (e.g. GenABEL [63], SNPAssoc [69],
GWAF [64]). This means that there are two separate analytical processes: one on raw
data and and the other on final data (SNP genotypes). The former is often done by
IT experts or bioinformaticians from companies conducting SNP genotyping while the
latter is handled by biologists in molecular labs.

The current obstacles for lab users are the management of huge genotype datasets
which range from few to several tens gigabytes. Clearly, such datasets require great
disk space to store and substantial computing time to analyze. Some early efforts
[76, 68] were directed towards data compression by storing genotype in binary formats.
Besides, several software packages for SNP data analysis and management have been
developed [76, 63, 71]. Based on their solutions or algorithms, in general, the disk
space requirements may be considerably reduced for a dataset to be analyzed. Even
the compression algorithm suggested recently in [77] can gain better performance.
Although these contributions are useful tools for data analysis, they do not provide
proper solutions for a long-term data storage for which relational databases are better
suited. To address this, different database approaches have been implemented [75, 67,
73, 74]. Nevertheless, the major shortcoming is that the data storage scheme “one
genotype per row” requires huge storage. This limitation has been improved in [78] by
storing “one record per individual” containing all genotypes together. This solution has
not achieved the compression ratio indicated in stand-alone software packages above
[76, 63, 71]. Moreover, the existing applications do not provide an effective solution
for storing and manipulating on derived datasets which are created from the original
genotypes via the process of quality control of GWAS analysis.

To overcome above obstacles, we have proposed and designed a set-based database
for efficient storage and management of SNP data [70]. Probably, additional efforts to
the improvement of the existing algorithms and the development of a complete data
management system are our future work.
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